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GENERAL AREA: SECTION A: ADMINISTRATION from the Accreditation Standards for Physician Assistant Education

OBJECTIVE: OPERATIONS, SECTION A3.15e
"The program must define, publish and make readily available to … students admission related information to include: any required technical standards for enrollment."

GENERAL AREA: INTRODUCTION from the Accreditation Standards for Physician Assistant Education
Phyisician assistants are academically and clinically prepared to practice medicine with the direction and responsible supervision of a doctor of medicine or osteopathy. The physician-PA team relationship is fundamental to the PA profession and enhances the delivery of high quality health care. Within the physician-PA relationship, PAs make clinical decisions and provide a broad range of diagnostic, therapeutic, preventive and health maintenance services. The clinical role of PAs includes primary and specialty care in medical and surgical practice settings. PA practice is centered on patient care and may include educational, research and administrative activities.

Functions performed by physician assistants include, as a minimum, the following general categories of services: Evaluation, Monitoring, Therapeutic, Patient Education, Referral

To provide the services listed above in a compassionate, competent and efficient manner, students in the PA Program will need to be capable of performing the following techniques on their own or with reasonable adaptations:

General Characteristics: The role of the physician assistant demands intelligence, sound judgment, intellectual honesty, appropriate interpersonal skills and the capacity to respond to emergencies in a calm and reasoned manner.

The student needs to:
• have an attitude of respect for self and others, adherence to the concepts of privilege and confidentiality in communicating with patients, and a commitment to the patient’s welfare
• have the mental capacity and physical abilities to assimilate large amounts of complex information and apply that information in an interpreted fashion to solve clinical problems and formulate therapeutic and diagnostic plans in an accurate and efficient manner
• remain calm and reasoned in a high stress environment and respond quickly and appropriately in emergencies

History Taking: Initially approaching a patient of any age group in any setting to elicit an accurate, detailed history (appropriate to the situation) and record that data in an acceptable fashion.

The student needs to:
• be able to speak fluent English to relate to most patient situations
• have the ability to adjust his/her level of communication to the patient's level of understanding
• demonstrate interactive verbal and written communication skills

Physical Examination: Perform a complete or partial physical examination of a patient of any age, gender or condition in any setting.

The student needs to possess:
• adequate auditory acuity to accurately use a stethoscope, tuning forks, etc.
• adequate visual acuity for inspection techniques and the use of an ophthalmoscope
• adequate depth perception for surgical/technical procedures, and the accurate use of an oto-ophthalmoscope and microscope
• keen tactile sensation for palpation techniques
**Diagnostic Skills:** Identify, perform, order, and/or interpret, at least to the point of recognizing deviations from the norm, common laboratory, radiologic, cardiographic, and other routine diagnostic procedures used to identify pathophysiologic processes.

The student needs to possess:
- accurate visual and auditory acuity for the interpretation of diagnostic procedures
- the ability to reason a patient's problem in an orderly fashion
- competency in the integration of didactic skills, as demonstrated by written and practical examinations
- ability to record diagnostic and other findings accurately, efficiently and clearly

**Therapeutic Skills:** Performing routine procedures such as injections, immunizations, suturing and wound care, managing simple conditions produced by infection or trauma, assisting in the management of more complex illness and injury, and taking initiative in performing evaluation and therapeutic procedures in response to life-threatening situations.

The student needs to demonstrate:
- flexibility, dexterity and strength of his/her extremities for use in surgical/technical procedures
- degree of coordination in motor skills is needed to respond to emergency situations quickly and appropriately